LAUNCH OF NEW PRIME OF PRIME BROKERAGE, STATER GLOBAL MARKETS
LONDON – 3 October 2016 - Ramy Soliman has been appointed CEO of new Londonbased Prime of Prime Brokerage, Stater Global Markets. Ramy is a well-known industry
figure, with over a decade of experience in senior sales roles at Citi, IG and Integral.
Backed by Stater Holdings in New Zealand, Stater Global Markets offers clients institutional
access to the FX market. The FCA-regulated brokerage launches with direct access to top
tier bank and non-bank liquidity, market leading technology solutions and world-class
infrastructure.
Ramy Soliman explains, “The backers saw an opportunity to leverage my experience from
Citi, IG and Integral to create a new, comprehensive Prime of Prime offering. They acquired
an FCA regulated brokerage with a strong team and institutional client base and, over the
last few months, I have been evolving the business and leveraging my contacts to develop
Stater Global Markets, which is now open for business.
“Having previously worked for the world's largest FX investment bank, the world's largest
retail broker and a Silicon Valley-based fin-tech provider, I have an in-depth insight into the
industry from a range of perspectives and a very clear understanding of how best to serve
clients in the Prime of Prime segment. I have used this experience to shape Stater Global
Markets and to select who I believe are the very best partners in the industry – from Top Tier
liquidity providers through to bridge providers, white label platforms and connectivity
solutions.
“Stater Global Markets concentrates on offering the very best in terms of credit
intermediation, customisable liquidity solutions and institutional grade technology – and
clients can come to us for all or any part of our offering.”

In addition to full credit intermediation and direct access to top tier bank and non-bank
liquidity, Stater Global Markets offers a choice of front-end platforms, connectivity and
hosting services as well as complementary services such as research and consultancy. For
further information, please visit www.staterglobalmarkets.com
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